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1 Code Structure

There are mainly four other classes added to existing cloudsim code. Many
other helper classes are also added. Classes are structured as follows

• Initialize simulation various cloudsim entities and algorithm parameters

• Calculate throughput, effective response time and other measures required
for algorithm; and store various choices for algorithm

• Implements the actual RL algorithm.

2 Main Classes

Brief description of main classes are give here. Please refer to javadoc for de-
tailed description of variables and functions. Generated javadoc is in doc folder
and links to classes created by us can be found by opening allclasses-frame.html.

2.1 Simulation

This class is created in package simulationCodes. This class is used to initialize
various data structures and parameters used in algorithms. This class creates
the various objects needed to start simulation in cloudsim. Various objects
includes VMs(Virtual Machines) with user specifications, Hosts(PMs) with user
specifications and executes algorithm. It reads the user input using cloud.config
file.

2.2 UtilizationPurpose

This class is created in package calculationPurpose. This class calculates through-
put and effective response time. It also stores various choices related to algo-
rithm. It also provides measures needed for algorithm.

2.3 RLNewActionVMAllocationPlicy

This class is created in package reinforcementLearning. This class implements
the RL algorithm with Full State representation. This class extends cloudsim’s
PowerVmAllocationPolicySingleThreshold class. It overrides the optimizeAllocation(List<
? extends Vm > vmList) function which takes migration decisions in cloudsim.
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2.4 TempRLNextStateFunctionApproximation

This class is created in package reinforcementLearning. This class implements
the Function Approximation for Q(s, a) values based RL algorithm . This class
extends cloudsim’s PowerVmAllocationPolicySingleThreshold class. It overrides
the optimizeAllocation(List< ? extends Vm > vmList) function which takes
migration decisions in cloudsim.

3 Helper Classes

3.1 Classes for Enumeration

There are two classes for enumeration of different kinds

3.1.1 ArrayIndex

This class is created in package utilities. This class implements the enumeration
as shown in following example. Let multidimensional array be of order 3 × 4
then enumeration will generate indexes as (0, 0) = 0, (0, 1) = 1, (0, 2) = 2, (0, 3)
= 3, (1, 0) = 4 (1, 1) = 5 ... (2, 3) = 11. This indexing is used for indexing
actions and indexing states(Full State Representation) where first index repre-
sents allocation index as determined by enumeration below and second index
represents state.

3.1.2 ZeroOneArrayIndex

This class is created in package utilities. This class enumerates the allocation
matrices of VMs on PMs. Let PMs be 2 and VMs be 3 then example below shows

the allocation matrix when all VMs are on PM 0

 1 0
1 0
1 0

. Now enumeration

will generate indexes for allocation matrices as follows

 1 0
1 0
1 0

 = 0 , 1 0
1 0
0 1

 = 1,

 1 0
0 1
1 0

 = 2,

 1 0
0 1
0 1

 = 3, ... ,

 0 1
0 1
0 1

 = 5.

3.2 UtilizationModelPhaseCyclic

This class is created in package utilizationModels. This class implements Cyclic
workload model with phases. This class extends cloudsim’s UtilizationModel-
Stochastic class. It overrides the optimizeAllocation(getUtilization(double time)
function which returns the utilization( value between 0 and 1) of resource such
as memory, CPU etc. at time time.

4 RL related Helper classes

These are helper classes for RL algorithm. These are present in package rein-
forcementLearning. These defines state and action. One class stores parameters
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for RL algorithm. These are described below.

4.1 TempNewAction

This class defines action (vm,pm) which means vm migrated to pm(may not
migrate).

4.2 TempOldState

This class defines state for RL algorithm with Full State Representation. It
stores the VM PM allocation matrix index and phase of cyclic workload model.

4.3 TemppaState

This class defines state for RL algorithm with Function Approximation for
Q(s, a) values. It stores the VMs allocation on PMs and phase of cyclic workload
model.

4.4 TemppaStateAction

This class stores state and action for RL algorithm with Function Approximation
for Q(s, a) values.

4.5 TempNewStateAction

This class stores state and action for RL algorithm with Full State Representa-
tion.

4.6 Parameters

This class is used for storing the parameter values for RL algorithms. Parame-
ters like gamma , epsilon , number of steps for algorithm etc.

4.7 BatchTuple

This class is used for storing tuple (s, a, s′, r) for RL algorithm with Function
Approximation for Q(s, a) values. These tuples are used for batch updates.

4.8 BatchTupleFS

This class is used for storing tuple (s, a, s′, r) for RL algorithm with Full State
Representation. These tuples are used for batch updates.

4.9 StateActionFeatures

This class is used to store features and starting index of features as except
specific fixed length range all other entries are zeros. Using this class we reduce
the number of multiplications and addition operations by around five times the
number of VMs.
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5 ExtendedCloudlet

This class extends Cloudlet. In this class one extra parameter is added to denote
the number of requests in a cloudlet. This is used for throughput and response
time calculations.

6 Changes in existing Cloudsim Classes

This section summarizes the changes done in existing cloudsim code.

6.1 PowerDatacenter

There are two changes in code of this class. All changes are in updateCloudlet-
Processing() function. First one is to calculate interference factor. These are
calculated in each invocation of algorithm as VMs on PMs may change. Second
one changes is to calculate throughput and response time. Third one to change
migration delay. Fourth one for invocation of algorithm at phase change instant.

6.2 Datacenter

There is only one change in this class in processVmMigrate(SimEvent ev, boolean
ack) function to update cloudlet processing at migration event.

6.3 Host

There is only one change in this class in updateVmsProcessing(double current-
Time) function to make VMs able to ask for whole PM MIPs i.e. fraction
utilization in VM denotes fraction utilization in PM.

6.4 HostDynamicWorkload

There are three changes in this class. All changes are in updateVmsProcess-
ing(double currentTime) function. First change(option credit in cloud.config)
is useless. Second one updates various data structure for response time and
throughput calculation. Third one updates the degradation factors due to mi-
gration and interference of VMs.

6.5 Vm

There are three changes in this class. First one in constructor to initialize
data structure in UtilizationPurpose. Second one in updateVmProcessing(double
currentTime, List<Double> mipsShare) is to set the cloudlet MIPS to VM
MIPS as VM MIPS changed to PM MIPS. Third one is addition of function
getId(String uid) which returns id of the VM corresponding to vmuid.

6.6 VmSchedulerTimeShared

All changes are in allocatePesForVm(String vmUid, List<Double> mipsShar-
eRequested) function. These changes are to calculate the wasted MIPS which
is further used in calculation of effective utilization of VMs.
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7 Ideas involved in various measures calculation

To show performance degradation due to interference of VMs and migration
of VM, idea is taken from cloudsim i.e. requested MIPS are different while
allocated MIPS are according to performance degradation.

Effective utilization ρeff calculation implementation is little different from
what shown in report. Implementation considers wasted MIPS utilized of VM.
Let useful MIPS(allocated MIPS) be ai and wasted MIPS be wi be for VM i
and VM i be running on PM j . Then we calculate estimated utilization ρeff
for VM i as follows

ρeff =
ai

1− (
∑

(ak + wk) + wi)
3 k 6= i, k ∈ H (1)

where H denotes the set of all VMs running on PM j. Here allocated MIPS
and requested MIPS are according to cloudsim definition.
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